
 

Machine learning offers insights into
evolution of monkey faces
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Computers are able to use monkey facial patterns not only to correctly identify
species, but also distinguish individuals within species, a team of scientists has
found in a study of guenon monkeys (above). Credit: George Perry

Computers are able to use monkey facial patterns not only to correctly
identify species, but also distinguish individuals within species, a team of
scientists has found. Their findings, which rely on computer algorithms
to identify guenon monkeys, suggest that machine learning can be a tool
in studying evolution and help to identify the factors that have led to
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facial differentiation in monkey evolution.

"Studying the cues that species use to discriminate each other often
poses a challenge to scientists," explains James Higham, an assistant
professor of anthropology at New York University and one of authors of
the study, which appears in the journal Proceedings of the Royal Society
B. "Many species are now rare and, in the case of these particular
monkeys, they live high in the rainforest canopy, so are very difficult to
reach."

"Driving our study was the premise that if a characteristic such as
individual identity can be classified reliably from physical appearance,
or what we call 'visual signals', then these signals may have evolved in
part for the purpose of communicating this characteristic," says study
author William Allen, who undertook the work while at NYU, but who is
now a post-doctoral researcher at the University of Hull (UK).

"We sought to test a computer's ability to do something close to what a
guenon viewing other guenons' faces would do," adds Allen. "We did so
by taking measurements of visual attributes from photographs of guenon
faces and asking a computer to try and separate different groups as
accurately as possible on the basis of these measurements."

Their study relied on more than 500 photographs of 12 species of
guenons collected in various settings: in zoos in the United States and the
United Kingdom and in a wildlife sanctuary in Nigeria. The guenons, the
authors note, are a particularly interesting and visually striking group to
study, with many closely related species that exhibit a remarkable
diversity of colorful patterned faces.

The analysis focused on specific guenon visual signals—facial patterns
generally as described using the 'eigenface' technique, a method used in
computer vision for human facial recognition, as well as eyebrow
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patches and nose spots segmented from images. From here, the
researchers tested whether or not an algorithm could accurately
accomplish the following: identify individual guenons, classify them by
species from among the 12 in the sample, and determine the age and sex
of each individual.

Their results showed that the computer could employ both overall facial
pattern and eyebrow patches and nose spots to correctly categorize
species and identify individuals, but not their age or sex.

"The reason that machine learning cannot classify age and sex is because
facial patterns do not seem to be different between males and females
and do not seem to change as individuals age," observes Higham. "This
suggests that conveying these characteristics to others has not been an
important factor in the evolution of guenon appearance."

"In contrast, the fact that species and individual identity can both be
reliably classified suggests that the ability to indicate these things to
others has been a strong factor in the evolution of guenon faces," he
adds. "More broadly, these results demonstrate that faces are highly
reliable for classification by species and that visual cues have played an
important role in the radiation of this group into so many different
species."

  More information: Assessing the potential information content of
multicomponent visual signals: A machine learning approach, 
rspb.royalsocietypublishing.or … .1098/rspb.2014.2284
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